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Abstract: 

Reality means different things to different people having different perceptions. 

Understanding the reality is always a matter of a unique individual psychology. Since the 

human mind is quite a complex phenomenon, it certainly affects or, in a sense, characterizes 

the human communication to a great extent. Communication in the psycho-social sense 

always revolves around impression and perception in related contexts. Impression and 

perception keep affecting each other and their reciprocal nature contributes to the creation of 

meaning. Observed minutely, there can be no meaning without the individual perception in a 

particular context that carries certain impressions. Perception usually refers to a 

psychological process through which information about one’s environment, as received by 

the senses, is organized and interpreted so that it becomes meaningful. That way, perception 

is one’s own interpretation of something based on the unique inner conditions. The paper 

critically views the psychological dynamics involved in understanding the reality and 

addresses the perceptual dimensions of meaning from a qualitative-behavioural perspective 

by way of a qualitative impression analysis (QIA) approach as a new method. 
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Introduction: 
 

Human communication is often a product of certain complex psychological processes. Since 

the human mind is quite a complex phenomenon, it certainly affects or, in a sense, 

characterizes the human communication to a great extent. The processes of encoding and 

decoding signify the various experiential impressions and perceptions of the reality in its 

contextual entirety. According to Nobel physicist Eugene Wigner, it is interesting from a 

psychological-epistemological point of view that, although consciousness is the only 

phenomenon for which we have direct evidence, many people deny its reality. The question: 

“If all that exists are some complicated chemical processes in your brain, why do you care 

what those processes are?” is countered with evasion. One is led to believe that… the word 



‘reality’ does not have the same meaning for all of us (Wigner, 1967). Reality is always 

perceived by the nature of the perception. Every perception is a matter of an individual 

understanding of the given reality. And every such understanding is inevitably limited 

because of some individually unique inner conditions. American theoretical physicist 

Wolfgang Pauli says, ‘When he speaks of “reality” the layman usually means something 

obvious and well-known, whereas it seems to me that precisely the most important and 

extremely difficult task of our time is to work on elaborating a new idea of reality’ (Pauli, 

1948). 

Observed minutely, there can be no meaning for an individual without the individual 

perception in a particular context. As far as the communication psychology is concerned, 

perception refers to a psychological process through which information about one’s 

environment, as received by the senses, is organized and interpreted so that it becomes 

meaningful. That way, perception is one’s individual view and interpretation of something. 

The perceptions develop from the contextual impressions. The psychological concept of 

perspectivism believes that the things can only be known by an individual point of view at a 

particular time. And this individual point of view consists in one’s perception which makes 

things meaningful. One’s perception greatly results from their inner environment of the vital 

contextual impressions. Such impressions come out of the particular contextual Experience, 

Learning, Awareness and Feeling (ELAF) and they all form the perception. 

 

 
Since communication has influenced the human life in a big way, the ‘communication effect’ 

has been a worth-researching phenomenon in the present scenario of the real world. The 

effect of communication basically refers to the persuasive powers that go on to affect our 

attitudes and behaviours to an extent. The effect varies in its nature, scope and dimension 

and has a much wider range of interpretation. Moreover, as a very subtle phenomenon, it 

works in different ways for different people having different perceptions. 

The findings from the first comprehensive study of children and television, by Wilbur 

Schramm, Jack Lyle and Edwin parker in the late 1950s, best captures the dynamics of the 

media effects to an extent. “For some children under some conditions, some televisions is 

harmful. For other children under the same conditions, or for the same children under other 

conditions, it may be beneficial. For most children, under most conditions, most television is 

probably neither particularly harmful nor particularly beneficial.” According to them, ‘this 

may seem unduly cautious, or full of weasel words, or, perhaps, academic gobbledygook to 

cover up something inherently simple…We wish it were. Effects are not that simple.’ 

Communication needs to consider the prevailing conditions since the effect in any 

communication is always condition-specific. There may be both internal and external 

conditions. The internal conditions may comprise one’s attitude, experience, knowledge and 

perspective, while the external conditions may comprise one’s social norms, systems, patterns 

of dependency and the various other socio-psychological realities. While communicating for 

change, the communicator needs to understand these conditions of the 



person/group/community/society he or she is communicating to. Joseph Klapper’s important 

1960 research review, ‘the effects of Mass Communication’, found that the mass media 

influenced individuals who didn’t already hold strong views on an issue and that the media 

also had a greater impact on the poor and uneducated heavy users. Solidifying the minimal- 

effects argument, Klapper concluded that strong media effects occur largely at an individual 

level and do not appear to have large-scale, measurable and direct effects on society as a 

whole. Berelson, another famous media scholar after working so much on behavioural 

communication and social psychology, was of the view that ‘some kinds of communication, 

on some kinds of issues brought to the attention of some kinds of people, under some kinds of 

conditions, have some kinds of effects’. Therefore, it may be assumed that the effect in 

communication is a very dynamic phenomenon and it depends upon so many factors of the 

realms of the human nature, character, experience and perception. According to Guy 

Cumberbatch (1989), ‘the theories abound, examples multiply, but convincing facts that 

specific media content is reliably associated with particular effects have proved quite 

elusive’. Therefore, it may be assumed that the effect in communication is a very dynamic 

phenomenon and it depends upon so many factors of the realm of the human nature, character 

and experience. 

 

 
Understanding Communication and Reality: 

 

There are so many viewpoints that help study the human communication process in all its 

dimensions. The mechanistic view considers communication as a perfect transaction of a 

message from the sender to the receiver. The psychological view considers communication as 

the act of sending a message to a receiver, and the feelings and thoughts of a receiver upon 

interpreting the messages. According to the social constructionist viewpoint, communication 

is the product of the interactants sharing and creating meaning. The constructionist view 

assumes that ‘truth’ and ‘ideas’ are constructed or invented through the social process of 

communication. According to Robert Craig, ‘communication is an on-going process that 

symbolically forms and re-forms our personal identities’ (Craig, 2007). Richardson in his 

book, ‘Media and Culture’, has defined communication from this stand-point saying that ‘it is 

a process of creating symbol systems that carry information and meaning’. There is another 

view-point called the Transmission model. And in this model communication is understood 

as a process which is robotic or computer-like. This model sees communication as a way of 

sending or receiving messages and the perfection of that. But according to Lanham, one of 

the exponents of the constructionist viewpoint, ‘in human life, info doesn’t behave as simply 

as bits in an electronic stream. In human life, information flow is far more like an electric 

current running from one landmine to another’. The constructionist view is a more realistic 

view of communication because it involves the interacting of human beings and the free 

sharing of the thoughts and ideas. Denis Mcquail has defined constructionism in his own way 

saying that the effects of communication about some aspects of reality will depend on a 

negotiation of meaning between the participants in the circumstances of the moment. He has 

also said that the reality can only be apprehended and communicated about by way of 

selectively perceived versions that are dependent on the attitudes, interests, knowledge and 



experience of the perceiver (McQuail. 2010). According to Daniel Chandler,’ humans don’t 

communicate simply as computers or robots. So that’s why it’s essential to truly understand 

the constructionist view of communication well. We don’t simply send facts and data to one 

another, but we take facts and data and they acquire meaning through the process of 

communication, or through interaction with others (Chandler,1994).’ Communication can be 

defined as a process of sharing something meaningfully and achieving mutual understanding 

based on the effective contextual commonness. But there is still something lying beyond this 

definition. Actually, understanding communication is important. The innate behavioural 

dimensions linked to the actual contexts of the socio-psychological dynamics form the core 

of all complexity. And with the human nature leading everything, communication is certainly 

something beyond the usually perceived individual experiences. 

 

 
 

The Unique Personality Perspective 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Here it is to be noted that there can be no universal framework or standardization of 

communication since everyone has their own natural uniqueness as regards the Perception, 

Personality and Performance. This 3P factor is quite crucial in understanding the 

communication context and conditions. The Perception affects the Personality and the 

Personality affects the Performance. Therefore, ‘communication for all’ is always a risky 

affair. The sender needs to know and understand the receiver as much as possible. And this 

‘knowledge of the receiver’ is quite instrumental to an effective communication.  

Personality 

Perception Performance 



Revisiting Berlo’s Model of Communication 

 

 
 

 

i. The idea of “source” was flexible enough to include oral, written, electronic, or any other 

kind of “symbolic” generator-of-messages. 

 

 
ii. “Message” was made the central element, stressing the transmission of ideas. 

 

 

iii. The model recognized that receivers were important to communication, for they were 

the targets. 

iv. The notions of “encoding” and “decoding” emphasized the problems we all have 

(psycho-linguistically) in translating our own thoughts into words or other symbols and in 

deciphering the words or symbols of others into terms we ourselves can understand. 



Revisiting the Helical Model 
 

Frank Dance/Helical model of communication 1967 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 

The helix implies that communication is continuous, unrepeatable, additive, and 

accumulative; that is, each phase of activity depends upon present forces at work as they are 

defined by all that has occurred before. All experience contributes to the shape of the 

unfolding moment; there is no break in the action, no fixed beginning, no pure redundancy, 

no closure. All communicative experience is the product of learned, nonrepeatable events 

which are defined in ways the organism develops to be self-consistent and socially 

meaningful. In short, the helix underscores the integrated aspects of all human 

communication as an evolving process that is always turned inward in ways that permit 

learning, growth, and discovery. 



Revisiting Gerbner’s General Model 
 
 

 

 

‘E’ is an event happens in the real life and the event content or message is perceived by ‘M’ 

(Man or a Machine). After Perceives the message from “E” by “M” is known as “E1”. E1 is 

not same as like ‘E’. Because any man or machine can’t perceives the whole event and they 

perceives only the part of the event (E1). This is known as “Perceptual Dimension”. 

 

 
These 3 factors are involved between ‘E’ and ‘M’ 

Selection 

Context 

Availability 

 

M (man or machine) can’t perceive the entire content of the event “E”. So M selects the 

interesting or needed content from the entire event and filtering the others. The context 

occurs in the event and Availability is based on ‘M’s attitude, mood, culture and personality.  



E2 is the event content which is drawn or artified by M. Here M becomes the source of a 

message about E to send someone else. M creates a statement or signals about the message 

and Gerbner termed its Form and content as “SE2” - S (Signal or Form it takes) and E2 

(Man’s content). Here Content (E2) is structured or formed (S) by ‘M’. 

 

 
M has to use channels (or media) to send the message. The question of ‘control’ relates to 

M’s degree of skill in using communication channels. This process can be extended to 

infinitum by adding on other receivers (M2, M3etc.) who have further perceptions (SE3, SE4 

etc.) of the statements about perceived events. 

 

 
Perception is always an important factor in understanding the reality. It is who we are and 

where we are that determines how we perceive things around us. Observed minutely, there 

can be no meaning without perception and there can be no perception without the contextual 

impressions. Reality always has two distinct sides—real side and Perceived side. Reality is 

understood through perception and that’s how the meaning is created and the Truth is 

reinterpreted by way of the contextual versions of the experience. 

 

 
An Empirical Understanding through the Qualitative Impression Analysis( QIA) Method  

 
 

The researcher designed a study to explore the impression-perception mechanism that is 

instrumental in understanding a particular phenomenon in a given context. To analyse 

impression is never that easy since everyone’s behaviour is regulated by their own unique 

inner conditions. Impression can be defined as a psychological effect born out of a situational 

experience. Impression is also important in the context of understanding the individual 

perception since both are very much correlated. Impression analysis is always a four- 

dimensional process. It involves the observation of the source that impresses someone 

psychologically. The source can be anything. The researcher needs to observe the nature of 

the impression and its causal significance. Then the researcher has to observe his own 

perception. Then the researcher has to observe the perception of the people affected or 

impressed by the source. And finally all the perceptions have to be compared for the sake of 

developing some common understanding. 



 

 

   
 

 
 
 
 

Elements involved in analysing impression 
 
 

The study was designed with 600 respondents from two cities—Cuttack and Bhubaneswar; 

and two villages—in Odisha and it also involved the senior media persons from 12 major 

media houses in the state. The entire study was designed in three distinct phases. The major 

objective was to explore what makes one perceive something in a particular way. 

In the first phase the researcher observed the content and trend of the select media for six 

months. This was an unobtrusive observation in connection with some specific issues along 

certain points relating to the nature of issues[whether public-driven or media-driven], scope 

for public participation in Media, Need gratification, Public service initiatives of the media, 

Media effects, Audience effects, Development communication, Media use, Media agenda, 

Media agenda in relation to various issues, Specific treatment to specific issues by the media, 

Inter-media conflicts and/or differences over certain issues etc. The researcher selected some 

issues and in the second phase carried out a series of the in-depth interviews involving the 

editors and owners of the select media houses in Odisha. Twelve media houses were selected 

comprising the newspapers and the news channels[both regional and national] based on their 

circulation and rating as per the reports of several reputed Adv. Agencies in Odisha. In the 

third phase the audience perception was studied through an interview schedule administered 

personally by the researcher himself by way of an ethnographic approach. 

The researcher could get frank opinions from the media owners and the editors. Theypainted 

a very realistic picture of the media situation in Odisha. And the perception of  300 each 

rural and urban respondents were also studied .The prima facie finding was that more was 

the media literacy, the more was the understanding of media strategies and the more was the 

suspicion of the intention of media. 
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Impression of the source 

 

 
Comparative observation 

 

Common 
understanding/Perception 

on the Reality 



All along the rural respondents backed the benefits of media. They even did not question the 

intentions  . Being less media literate they still preserve the earlier image of media.  The 

urban respondents though questioned the intentions of media they still sided with media on 

the benefits it rendered to the society. The media managers were critical of media all through. 

Majority of the respondents recognized that they had been affected by the media; they also 

agreed that the media gratified the majority of their needs; and they were also sure that 

public participation affected media policy and content. Despite that their participation in 

media was very low. That meant their contribution to media was very less. The media 

managers were also of the opinion that ‘low media literacy and less involvement of the 

audience give media a free hand to decide what is good and what is bad for the audience. 

Whenever the public has reacted media has been forced to act. However public reaction 

should be strong enough.’ Citing an example an editor said, ‘ people express anger on 

obscenity in newspapers. But it was not strong enough to force a newspaper to make amends. 

They further said that ‘journalists working for any newspaper or channel represent the people 

at large. They exert significant influence on the organization they work.’ Still the journalists 

on their own do nothing to stop the obscenity in the newspapers. Instead, they pleaded for 

strong audience reaction. 

“Is the Media doing some public service these days?”: the rural respondents viewed this as 

‘pro-society and really helpful’; the urban respondents described it as ‘image engineering 

initiatives for promoting the self-interest’; and the media managers called it ‘survival 

strategies’. 

Media’s routine function serves the society. Still its public service campaigns and CSR 

efforts bring some more benefits to the people. But a big question mark hangs on its 

intentions. In the late sixties the Hindustan times carried out ‘Chhatera experiment’ and in 

early eighties the Udayavani carried out the ‘identifying backward village experiment’. But 

nobody had questioned the hidden agenda. And today the media managers call it survival 

strategy, brand building and trust building. The media does it with others’ money. According 

to one editor “media never does it on its own. These are all sponsored programmes.” This is 

like frying the fish with fish oil. Over and above it, the media is making profit out of it by 

expanding its reach. 

‘Media today is a business proposition’,‘Media is ignoring the social responsibilities in its 

business pursuits’: the urban respondents felt so and the rural respondents felt otherwise. But 

the media managers have their own tale to tell. For them ‘media means heavy advertisement 

and revenue. The media fails to take up some public driven issues just because it does not 

match with their agenda which is mainly guided by sensation and mileage.’ Similarly some 

issues raised by media fail to get public support. Like media public also accept the issues 

which are close to their heart. Media issues do not necessarily appeal to the masses always. 

“ This happens as we do not have a sensitive media environment where the public and 

media share mutual trust,” commented an editor. Lack of credibility of media is the main 

reason of the sorry state of affairs of the media today. It minimizes the impact of media and 



insulates the public of the benefits of media. Ultimately it is the society and the nation which 

is deprived of the benefits of a vibrant media. 

Recent media boom was explained as business opportunities by the rural respondents , 

political image engineering by the urban respondents and the media managers described it as 

business, commerce, political image engineering, sense of insecurity and converting black 

money into white. Recent media boom in Odisha owes its origin to vested interest. Media’s 

interest revolves around its business interest and political interest However, like the medical 

profession the normal routine work of media does some good. One media manager said, 

“media report on public problems and issues have a direct and immediate impact. For once 

media picks up any such issue with some degree of seriousness and importance, the 

concerned authorities invariably springs into action and work overtime to take corrective 

measures”. 

If media highlighted NIRBHAYA issue it was not for the cause of women safety but for own 

TRP. So it was natural that sometimes Odisha media gave the issues of odisha a back seat.  

Media’s use like this is like using sandal wood after converting it to charcoal. 

 

 

Media and its audience, in real sense, are the reflections of each other. Media could be a 

business proposition but it owes its survival to the society. Very nature of the media is such 

that it cannot insulate itself from doing good to the society. The power of publicity and the 

fear of publicity have given media this unique status of its own. Media audience, Media 

workers and the media owners are the three main stake holders. It is the media owners who 

are perceived as the main villain of the present image of the media. It is also stated that media 

workers including the editors have their own limitations. And the audience is a passive 

receiver of what is served. Due to cut throat competition the media reaches out to the 

audience through different programmes. But, the audience is still denied that upper hand to 

have a say in the editorial policy. The audience needs to assert itself to get that status. This is 

possible as stated by some media managers- “ when circulation decreases media does soul 

searching” . According to the Editor of a leading newspaper, ‘a letter to the editor by an old 

lady has changed the editorial policy. The lady while appealing for help to the newspaper 

wrote a letter with a title which meant ‘a person who does not have anybody as support, the 

newspaper is for him’. This prompted the newspaper to launch a fully-fledged programme in 

which the newspaper took up problems of the distressed people. So the owners should feel 

that the newspaper does not belong to them but to the society. 

 

 
Major Findings and Conclusion: 

 
 

In a sense, the entire work was a study of perception. Sometimes the perception of the media 

persons matched with the perceptions of the audiences; and sometimes, it differed. Even at 

times there were differences in perception among the media persons and the audiences 



themselves. Every question was answered independently by every respondent. And that 

reflected their own perceptions. Sometimes the researcher faced great challenges to interpret 

things when he faced certain strange situations like some people intensely criticizing media 

but ultimately saying that ‘it’s doing a good job’, some people finding media self-centric but 

viewing that it is indispensable for the human life, some people saying that the media is there 

for business but it is helping people etc. 

Suggested Theoretical Framework: Perception-Impression Theory 
 

This theory proposes certain human cognitive and behavioural aspects. The major proposition 

here is that there can be no meaning without the individual perception for an individual in a 

particular context. As far as the communication psychology is concerned, perception refers to 

a psychological process through which information about one’s environment, as received by 

the senses, is organized and interpreted so that it becomes meaningful. That way, perception  

is one’s individual view and interpretation of something. Observed minutely, the perceptions 

develop from the contextual impressions. In the study it was discovered on several occasions 

that the same thing is liked by someone in a one context and disliked in another context. One 

of the respondents said that ‘the media is not playing its proper role at the moment but it is 

doing a good job’. People may laugh at the statement but it has a greater significance as far as 

the human perception is concerned. The psychological theory of perspectivism believes that 

the things can only be known by an individual point of view at a particular time. And this 

individual point of view consists in one’s perception which makes things meaningful. One’s 

perception greatly results from their inner environment of the vital contextual impressions. 

While talking to the respondents in several intense contexts these things could be 

conceptualized. For an example, some respondents were favouring the media despite all its 

evils because the media once solved their important personal problems; some respondents 

said that the public participation in the media was low since they never participated; and 

some respondents said that the media had no impact on the society since they were not 

personally affected. As observed, such impressions came out of their ‘ELAF’- Experience, 

Learning, Awareness and Feeling- and it all formed the perception. 



 
 

Dynamics of Impression formation 
 
 
 
 
 

The dynamics of Understanding Reality 

Experience Learning 

Context of 
Reality 

Awareness Feeling 

Perception 

Impression Meaning 

Reality 



There can be no meaning without perception; and there can be no perception without the contextual 

impression. It can always be asserted that ‘I perceive you the way you impress me.’ The contextual impression is 

formed by ELAF- Experience, Learning, Awareness and Feeling. One’s own perception makes things meaningful 

to them. Moreover, perception is always individual; there can be nothing called universal perception since 

everyone ultimately has their own individual ways of doing things. The concept of the Universal perception is 

something purely co-incidental.There are three distinct psychological processes, impression formation, perception 

formation and meaning formation, inter-connected in the realm of the social psychology. 
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